On the SPECA Project Working Group activity on the issues of rational and efficient use of power and water resources of Central Asia (PWG –Power)

1. Participants of the First Session of the SPECA Regional Advisory Committee (RAC) took into consideration information on the activity of the PWG – Power and approved its working plan for the year 2001. RAC believes it appropriate to focus the attention of the SPECA participating states at the coordination of the national approaches at the expert level in the PWG framework to the settlement of the regional interaction issues of power and water resources. PWG – Power participating states will facilitate the implementation of the tasks planned in this sphere in accordance with the agreed schedule submitted by the RAC Chairman. (Responsible: RAC Chairman, National Coordinator of Kyrgyz Republic).

2. In order to provide the coordination of the PWG-Power activity program with the activity on power and water issues in CAEC, RAC recommends the PWG-Power to participate the CAEC activity on the above mentioned problems. (Responsible: National Coordinator of the Kyrgyz Republic, National Coordinator of the Republic of Tajikistan).

3. For the purposes of co-ordination of all types of activities on Power and water problems, carried out in the region by international organizations, to include into the agenda of the next session of the Regional Advisory Committee (RAC) the issue “Power and water resources of the region of Central Asia. The state of regional co-operation on power and water issues. The contribution of international organizations.” (Responsible: National coordinator of the Kyrgyz Republic).

4. Assign to the Chairman of RAC to inform the Republic of Uzbekistan about results of the First session of RAC and to submit information on the work with mentioned states on SPECA issues to the next session of RAC. (Responsible: Chairman of the RAC).